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There are various ways for you to ask someone to attend some special occasion, for instance, you
could give them a phone call to the people you would like to invite or sending others a e-mail which
include all those things, sometimes you could even pay them a visit in order to show your respect
and your etiquette. While the most traditional yet the most popular way to invite someone is sending
them invitations. Those cards are not only a pile of paper, they are artworks as well as the symbol of
your own taste and personal touch. So you need more creation in customizing your personalized
invitation cards in order that they would inform the recipients about the nature of the party and be
eye-catching. There are diversified invitation cards you may need to know throughout your whole
life. Let me give you a brief overview of those diversified invites.

Birthday Invites

Inviting your friends to the birthday party may be such an exciting thing ,you need birthday wedding
invitations .The cards you choose may largely depend on the age of person whose birthday it is. If
the leading role is a boy, and the invites are principal teenagers, your choices could be quite colorful
and even funny. Most children would like to have cute cartoon superstar such as Mickey mouse!
You may have your children choose the cards themselves. Donâ€™t judge what they choose from an
adultâ€™s view. For the adultâ€™s birthday, the choices may be various. What you choose at last may
largely depend on the party theme. Birthday cake and candles are the most popular elements used
in a birthday card. While sometimes for those elderly, you could choose those cards with mascots in
order to convey the best wishes.

Graduation Cards

Graduation may also be a big affair in a personâ€™s life. For this moment, sharing your happiness and
treasure the unforgettable school-days. So with your graduating photo printed on the cover of this
style of cards couldnâ€™t be better! Years later ,when we see those cards ,vivid memory about youth,
about friendship will coming flooding back!

Wedding Cards

For wedding invitations, there are various things I can say. The fundamental principle of choosing
wedding cards is that the invites you choose had better cater for the theme of your wedding
ceremony. Thatâ€™s quite important. You know, the style of wedding invitations various. For the style,
pocket fold ,folded, flay and layered and scroll. For the theme, floral, heart, ribbon, photo and so on.
Enclosure cards such as save the date magnets , wedding thank you cards, place cards are also
needed to prepare when you are planning for the wedding ceremony. Seeking for some unique
style, you could take advantage of the latest laser cut technology, pierced wedding invitations or
modern 3-d folded wedding cards are really fabulous choices for you . Hand drawn cards are for
those who are seeking for unique memory and distinctive design. Remember, when you choosing
those cards ,you should decide what your wedding ceremony will be like , a formal one or informal
one. Not every kind of wedding cards will work well on every occasion.
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